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that no errOr was committed by the court which was prejudicial
to the defendant. The instructions given by the court were in
the main in accordance with the general principles we have an-
nounced, and in all other respects were as favorable to the defend-
ant as the law would warrant, and the facts justify.
The judgment of the circuit court is affirmed, with costs.

LITTAUR v. NARRAGANSETT PIER R. CO.
(Circuit Court, D. Rhode Island. May 28, 1894.)

No. 2,389.
RAILROAD COMPANrEs-AcCIDENTS AT CROSSINGS-CONTRIBUTOHY NRGLIGEKCE.

One who drives a spirited horse across a railroad crossing without stop-
'ping to listen for a train, and is injured thereby, cannot recover for the
injury, even though the view of the track wall so obstructed by trees as
to conceal the approaching train, and even though he checked his horse's
speed, and listened for a train, since, if he had stopped his horse alto-
gether, he might have heard the train.

Action by William Littaur against the Narragansett Pier Railroad
Company. Plaintiff obtained a verdict Defendant moves for a
new trial.
R. Gardner and R. B. Comstock, for plaintiff.
B.W. Case and W. F.Ang(!ll, for defendant.

CARPENTER, District Judge. This is a motion for a new trial
-of an action at law, in which a verdict has been rendered for the
plaintiff. The action is to recover damages for the negligence of
the servants of the defendant, whereby the plaintiff was stru<;k by
an engine near Narragansett Pier, and injured. rrhe testimony' for
the plaintiff is that he was driving a spirited horse on the road
which crosses the railway; that at a point about five hundred feet
from the crossing the road makes a turn nearly at right angles,
and thence leads westward to the crossing; that the train ap-
proached from the north; that on the north side of the road are
trees, not on the land of the defendant, which obstruct. ,th.e view
-of a train approaching from the north,-the line of trees being, not
continuous, but broken only by short intervals, and extending to a
point within about 40 feet from the crossing; that he made the
turn in the road, and drove westward, towards the track; that he
checked the speed of his horse, and listened, after making the turn,
and heard no sound of a train; that he looked for a train, as oppor-
tunity offered, through the intervals between the clumps of trees,
and saw no train; that he looked towards the crossing, and that the
flagman who is usually there when the trains are about to pass was
absent; that the westward end of the lines of trees is so near the
track that there would be danger in stopping the horse at that point
to look up the track, from the fact that, at a p()int so near a train,
it would be difficult to turn the horse without overturning the car-
'riage; and that he drove forward, and came in collision with the
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train at the crossing. On this statement, I think the verdict cannot
be sustained. The duty of the plaintiff was to stop, to look, and to
listen. •If the view of the track was imperfect and interrupted,
the duty to obtain all the information which could come through the
ear remained equally peremptory. The horse was brought to a slow
pace, so that there was very little sound from his feet or from the
wagon; but, if he had been brought to a full stop, there would have
been no disturbing noise, which the plaintiff could control, and I
think he was bound to exhaust this source of information. The
train was proceeding rapidly, and he was driving rapidly. They met
at the crossing. It seems clear that they were so near to each other
at any point of the 500 feet of road that there is a chance that he
would have heard the train. Having neglected this m.ethod of in-

which he might safely have used, he has failed to
use due 'diligence, and cannot, on this evidence, recover. The motion
for a new trial will be granted.

WESTERN & A. R. CO. v. ROBERSON.
(Circuit Court of Circuit. April 3, 1894.)

No. 44.
I. CITIZENSHIP OF CORPORATION-JURISDICTION.

A railroad built bt the state of GeQrgia, and extended under license
(Act Tenn. 1837-38, c. 221) into the state of Tennessee, was leased by a
Tennessee corporation nnder an act of the state of Georgia (Nov. 12, 1889),
whicl:J. provided that the lessee of the road'should, from the time of the ac-
ceptAnce of the lease, become a corPoration of the state of Georgia.
Held, that the lessee was, for the purposes of jurisdiction, a citizen of
Georgia, and could be sued as such for a tort committed upon that part
of the leased road which was situated in the state of Tennessee.

2. JUDICIAL NOTICE-PUBLIC ACTS.
A .federal court will take. judicial notice of the acts providing for the

construction, operation, and leasing of a state railroad, as such acts are
regarded as public acts.

8. NEGLIGENCE-DJilSIGNATION OF RAILROAD CROSSING.
The designation of a railroad crossing by a sign in plain view of passing

trains is sufficient under the statute (Code Tenn. Mill. & V. §§ 1298-1300)
to make a railroad responsible for an accident at such "rossing, where
the engine driver failed to blow the whistle and ring the bell, although in
the case at issue the sigil was some 50 feet from the crossing, was not
lettered on the side towards the railroad, and some of the letters had be-
come obHterated.

4. CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE-MITIGATION OF DAMAGES.
The contributory negligence of a person injured, upon failure of the

engine driver to observe the statutory precautions, will not (Railroad Co.
v. Burke, 6 Cold. 51) bar a recovery, but the jury must consider such
contributory ,negligence.in mitiga·tion of damages.

ii. TRIAL-ARGUMENTATIVE CHARGES.
'I'he fact that a charge ijlisstated the argument of counsel, or was argu·

mentative, is immaterial, when not misleading, and correct in the state-
ment of the law.

6. MENTAL AND BODILY SUFFERING-QUESTION FOR JURY.
The question whether deceased suffered mental or bodlly pain, where

death was instantaneous, is a question for the jury, where such pain is,
nnder the statute (Code Tenn. Mill. & V. § 3134) an element for which
damages can be recovered.


